
 

Topological Magnetic Phase in the Candidate Weyl Semimetal CeAlGe
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We report the discovery of topological magnetism in the candidate magnetic Weyl semimetal CeAlGe.
Using neutron scattering we find this system to host several incommensurate, square-coordinated multi-k⃗
magnetic phases below TN. The topological properties of a phase stable at intermediate magnetic fields
parallel to the c axis are suggested by observation of a topological Hall effect. Our findings highlight
CeAlGe as an exceptional system for exploiting the interplay between the nontrivial topologies of the
magnetization in real space and Weyl nodes in momentum space.
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The recent experimental discoveries of topological Weyl
semimetals with discrete band touching points near a small
Fermi surface (Weyl nodes) [1–5] augments the viral
interest in topological electronic phases of matter [6,7].
In this context, magneticWeyl semimetals are special since
they promise topological states that are easily tunable using
low external magnetic fields. In ferromagnetic (FM) Weyl
semimetals, the magnetization (M) can modify the pattern
of Weyl nodes into a symmetry-breaking configuration that
generates a large anomalous Hall effect (AHE) [8–10].
In magnetic insulators, Weyl magnon states can emerge
[11–15] that generate anomalous heat transport. In each
case, the topological origin of anomalous transport aug-
ments an anticipation that Weyl systems may find use for
topological electronics [16].
Topologically nontrivial magnetization textures in real

space are also known to generate experimental signatures in
transport such as the so-called topological Hall effect
(THE). A THE can emerge if the underlying noncoplanar
magnetization texture is described by a finite topological
numberQ ¼ ð1=4πÞ

R
n⃗ð∂n⃗=∂x × ∂n⃗=∂yÞdxdy in the con-

tinuous limit. Here unit vector n⃗ describes the direction
of the local magnetization. Several magnets are known to
host topological skyrmion (Q ¼ −1) [17–20], biskyrmion
(Q ¼ −2) [21–23], antiskyrmion (Q ¼ þ1) [24], and

meron-antimeron (Q ¼ �1=2) [25] magnetic textures.
For those with jQj described by integer Z ≥ 1 on a
macroscopic scale, the THE is indeed observed in favour-
able cases [22,26–29].
Natural questions concern if novel functions can

emerge due to a coexistence of topological magnetism
with Weyl nodes. For example, the large spin-orbit
coupling in Weyl semimetals can promote spin transfer
torques, in turn enabling an energy efficient manipulation
of topological magnetism by electric currents [30,31].
Up to now the account of magnetic Weyl semimetals has
focused mainly on systems with commensurate collinear
order [8–10]; expansion into the realm of semimetals
with incommensurate (IC) noncoplanar magnetism is
of considerable interest, yet has remained hitherto
unexplored.
Recently the polar tetragonal magnet CeAlGe—I41md

spacegroup, C4v symmetry [Fig. 1(a)]—was predicted to be
an easy-plane FM type-II Weyl semimetal [9]. In contrast to
FM order however, bulk measurements show magnetic Ce
atoms instead undergo an antiferromagnetic (AFM)-like
transition below TN ∼ 4.4 K, with an estimated in-plane
AFM interaction of ∼ − 42 K, and an out-of-plane FM
interaction of ∼10 K [32]. From the magnetic field-(μ0H)
dependent bulk magnetizationM, the easy-plane anisotropy
is confirmed [Fig. 1(b)], but unexpected low field anomalies
imply a richer magnetism than simple FM order [32]. In
addition, Cnv polar magnets are known in theory [33] to
allow Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions (DMIs) that
stabilize Néel-type skyrmion phases [19,34,35]. Thus the
candidate Weyl semimetal CeAlGe is also a promising host
of topological magnetism.
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In this Letter, we apply neutron scattering and electrical
transport measurements to reveal CeAlGe as a host of IC
multi-k⃗ magnetic phases, including a topological one at
intermediate μ0Hkc containing pairs of Q ¼ þ1=2 anti-
merons. We discuss the implication for the existence of
such IC magnetic phases in Weyl semimetals, and suggest
that they may act as a novel platform for new functions.

Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) was done on
annealed polycrystalline CeAlGe samples using the
DMC and HRPT instruments at PSI. Full experimental
details are given in the Supplemental Material [36]. At
HRPT, we tracked the T-dependent crystal structure during
zero field cooling (ZFC), and that find CeAlGe retains its
room T polar I41md crystal structure down to 1.5 K [36].
Figure 1(c) shows the difference between NPD data
acquired at DMC below (1.5 K) and above (10 K) TN .
A Le Bail refinement of the data [36] shows all magnetic

peaks can be indexed by G⃗þ k⃗. Here G⃗ is a reciprocal

lattice vector, and k⃗ ¼ �ða; 0; 0Þ is an IC magnetic propa-
gation vector with a ¼ 0.066ð1Þ in reciprocal lattice units
(r.l.u.). With support from single crystal data presented
later, CeAlGe is found to have a purely IC magnetic
ground state.
To determine the ICmagnetic structure inCeAlGeweused

the Fullprof suite [42] to perform a detailed Rietveld refine-
ment of the NPD difference pattern against several sym-
metry-allowed models [36]. The symmetry analysis shows
that the magnetic structure model of highest symmetry is
based on the full propagation star of k⃗, which consists of four

arms k⃗1 ¼ �ða; 0; 0Þ and k⃗2 ¼ �ð0; a; 0Þ. This corresponds

to a multi-k⃗ model described by the maximal symmetry
superspace group I41md1’ða00Þ000sð0a0Þ0s0s [43,44], and
has just four refinable magnetic mode amplitude parameters
[36]. Figure 1(c) shows the refinement (χ2 ¼ 2.48) of the

NPD difference pattern using the multi-k⃗ model [36], with
the reconstructed magnetic order presented in Fig. 4 of
Ref. [36]. For clarity, in Fig. 1(d) we show the reconstructed
magnetic order with normalized moments, n⃗ ¼ M⃗=jM⃗j. The
magnetic structure modulates only within the tetragonal
plane and, as discussed later, is characterized by quadrants
for which Q is modulo half-integer, with Q ¼ 0 on a
macroscopic scale.
In the Supplemental Material [36], we also consider data

refinements against models generated by a standard rep-
resentation analysis without magnetic group symmetry
arguments. In this approach just a single arm of k⃗ is
considered, necessarily leading to models of lower sym-

metry than the multi-k⃗ model. Here the 4a Ce atom splits
into two orbits Ce1 and Ce2, with their moments being
symmetry independent. The best refinement is achieved by
a six parameter model that describes a − c cycloids on each

Ce orbit, with χ2 ¼ 2.48 the same as for the multi-k⃗ model.
Thus while strictly unable to rule out that a multidomain,

single-k⃗ cycloidal order forms the ground state in zero field,

we prioritize the multi-k⃗ model due to both its higher
symmetry and fewer refinement parameters.
Next we consider μ0H-dependent studies on stoichio-

metric floating zone grown single crystal CeAlGe [32,45].
Figure 2 shows data obtained by small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) at SANS-I, PSI, and D33 at the ILL [36],

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. (a) I41md crystal structure of CeAlGe (b) M vs μ0H at
2 K after ZFC (c) Magnetic NPD difference profile taken between
T ¼ 1.7 K and 10 K, at μ0H ¼ 0 (black). Red shows the Rietveld

refinement of the data using the multi-k⃗ model (see text for
details). Blue shows the difference between the data and refine-
ment. Green markers indicate scattering angles for possible IC
magnetic peaks. (d) View along the z (c) axis of the normalized

(i.e., n⃗ ¼ M⃗=jM⃗j, where M⃗ is the local Ce moment) multi-k⃗
magnetic structure. x and y axes are in units of the a-axis lattice
parameter. The length of arrows denote the size of in-plane n⃗. The
color bar shows the value of n⃗z. Black quadrants highlight regions
with Q ¼ þ1=2 or −1=2.
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which probes directly the IC magnetic modulations
near q ¼ 0 [46]. After ZFC to 1.7 K, the SANS pattern
shown in Figure 2(a) displays the four IC Bragg peaks

expected from all arms of k⃗. Within uncertainty, all peaks
display absolute wave vectors of jqj ¼ 0.107ð1Þ Å−1,

corresponding to k⃗¼ða;0;0Þ, where a ¼ 0.071ð1Þ r:l:u:,
this being slightly larger than for the powder. As exem-
plified by the data obtained at 1 T shown in Fig. 2(b), with
increasing μ0Hkc SANS intensity emerges at second-order

scattering vectors termed k⃗1 þ k⃗2. The observation of
second-order peaks generally implies the field to induce
anharmonicity in the magnetic order, and is a hallmark of

topological multi-k⃗ phases [47,48].
Figures 2(c) and 2(d), respectively, show the μ0Hkc

dependences of the absolute sizes of the first- and second-
order peak wave vectors, and the associated peak integrated
intensities. The very different μ0H dependences of the first-
and second-order peak intensities, and the absence of
second-order peak intensity at μ0H ¼ 0 when the first-
order peak intensity is largest, together provide convincing
evidence that the second-order signal is intrinsic, and not
due to multiple scattering. Importantly, both the first- and
second-order peak intensities vary only smoothly with

μ0Hkc, showing no discontinuous changes. This suggests
that the inherent symmetry of the modes describing the IC
texture is the same at finite μ0Hkc as determined for
μ0H ¼ 0.
For μ0Hka, Figs. 2(e)–2(f) show that just a single-k⃗ IC

order described by k⃗1 prevails above 0.18 T—see also the
Supplemental Material [36]. The perpendicular alignment

of k⃗1 to μ0H is consistent with cycloidal order [34,49],
suggesting theDMI to be crucial in determining themagnetic
textures in this C4v system. A complete suppression of IC
order at lower μ0Hka compared with μ0Hkc is consistent
with the easy-plane anisotropy of CeAlGe [32,50].
Next we turn to Hall effect data for μ0Hkc [Fig. 3(a)].

An additional contribution to the Hall effect, the THE,
arises as a hallmark of the formation of noncoplanar spin
textures. We attribute the topological Hall resistivity ρ

T
yx to

be a deviation from the conventional Hall signals, which
are the H-linear normal Hall effect (NHE) and M-linear
AHE [27]. Namely, we employ the following relation
ρyx ¼ ρ

N
yx þ ρ

A
yx þ ρ

T
yx ¼ μ0R0H þ RAρ

2
xxM þ ρ

T
yx, where

ρ
N
yx and ρ

A
yx are normal and anomalous Hall resistivity;

R0 and RAρ
2
xx are their coefficients, respectively. Since ρTyx

is absent when spins are fully polarized under high
magnetic fields (μ0H > μ0Hc), we determine R0 and RA

as the intercept and the slope of the curve ρyx=H vs
ρ
2
xxM=H. As shown Fig. 3(b), above μ0Hc ρyx is well
reproduced by the fitting curve ρyx ¼ μ0R0H þ RAρ

2
xxM.

From the difference between the fit and the data, a finite ρTyx

(a) (c)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) μ0Hkc dependence of the Hall resistivity ρyx at
various Ts. (b) Example of the appearance of the topological Hall
resistivity ρ

T
yx as a deviation from the fitted conventional Hall

contributions ρyx ¼ μ0R0H þ RAρ
2
xxM at T ¼ 2 K. (c) Compari-

son between the estimated ρ
T
yx and the field-derivative of M.

A stepwise ρ
T
yx appears for H1 < μ0H < H2, suggesting the

formation of topological magnetic order.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

FIG. 2. SANS patterns from single crystal CeAlGe at 1.7 K and
(a) μ0H ¼ 0, (b) μ0Hkc ¼ 1 T. Note the logarithmic intensity
scale. The μ0Hkc dependence of (c) IC peak wave vectors jqj and
(d) peak integrated intensities at 1.7 K. Each datapoint is an
average taken over equivalent wave vectors. (e)–(f) show similar
data as for (c)–(d) but for μ0Hka at 1.9 K.
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is identified for the intermediate μ0Hkc region [Fig. 3(c)].
This finite ρ

T
yx provides compelling evidence that the IC

multi-k⃗ magnetism observed by SANS has topological
properties described by integer Q. In contrast, analysis of
further Hall data collected for μ0Hka shows that for this
field direction ρyx can be described completely in terms of
the NHE and AHE [36]. The absence of any THE-like Hall
signal suggests none of the various magnetic phases for
μ0Hka have topological properties described by integer Q.
Figure 4 shows the CeAlGe magnetic phase diagram

for μ0Hkc. Phase lines constructed from both neutron
data [36] and peaks in the field-derivative of bulk

M-μ0H isotherms [Fig. 3(c)] separate a single-k⃗–multi-k⃗
phase for 0 < μ0H < H1, the intermediate field topological

multi-k⃗ phase forH1 < μ0H < H2, and a higher field phase
for H2 < μ0H < Hc. Here Hc denotes the saturation field.
A finite THE is also observed in the highest field phase
[Fig. 3(c)], suggesting this phase also to host topological
properties that merit further investigation.
We now discuss the topological number Q of the lower

field IC magnetic phases for μ0Hkc. UsuallyQ is evaluated
in the continuous limit using a coarse grain description of
the magnetization texture [17,51]. Instead, here we evaluate
Q numerically according to complete magnetic structures
on the discrete lattice—see the Supplemental Material [36]

for the details. For the refined multi-k⃗ model at μ0H ¼ 0

[Fig. 1(d)], we identify quadrants that are periodic in the
tetragonal plane wherein the magnetic order can be
characterized by exactly Q=+0.50(1) or -0.50(1). If instead

the magnetism is a single-k⃗ cycloid,Q ¼ 0 within the same
quadrants. In either case Q ¼ 0 on a macroscopic scale,
consistent with no low field THE.
For the topological phase at intermediate μ0Hkc, a direct

determination of the magnetic order requires further stud-
ies. Here real-space imaging studies could be helpful.
To obtain a candidate magnetic structure model, we use
the deduction from SANS that the IC magnetic mode

symmetry in finite field is the same as determined for
μ0H ¼ 0, and add a μ0H-linear-induced magnetization mf

along c to affect the canting of the refined multi-k⃗ order in
zero field [36]. From this simulation we find that

P
Qi

changes sharply between 0 and þ1 at mf ¼ 0.08 μB/Ce,
with the anticipated spin texture at intermediate μ0Hkc
visualized in Fig. 5. The change to integer

P
Qi which can

explain the finite THE, originates from the sign reversal of
Q for the quadrantQ3 which itself arises due to a reversal of
moment components antialigned with μ0H.
In the context of topological spin textures, half-integerQ

values describe meron (Q ¼ −1=2) and antimeron
(Q ¼ þ1=2) textures [25,52]. Unlike skyrmions where
the constituent spins wrap a sphere and jQj ¼ 1, merons
and antimerons are described generally by a magnetization
aligned up or down along z in a core region, that gradually
aligns in-plane towards the edge. Following the classifi-
cation scheme given in Refs. [25,51], the spin textures in
the top-right (Q2) and bottom-left (Q3) quadrants shown in
Fig. 5 are consistent with being core-up antimerons with
opposite helicity. The remaining quadrants (Q1 and Q4) in
Fig. 5 are different to (anti)merons, since they contain
moments both aligned and antialigned with z. For these
quadrants the net Q always cancels and they can not
contribute to the THE.
In finite μ0H, symmetry analysis no longer restricts

the phase between the IC magnetic modes of the multi-k⃗
order as it does for μ0H ¼ 0, even if the SANS data
imply the inherent mode symmetry remains unchanged.
Thus other candidate models for a topological square-

coordinated (i.e., double-k⃗) spin texture can be suggested
from theories for easy-plane magnets [52–54], including

meron-antimeron lattices. This contrasts with triple-k⃗

FIG. 5. View along the z (c) axis of the anticipated topological

multi-k⃗ magnetic structure at intermediate μ0Hkc. The magnetic
order is presented with normalized Ce moments n⃗ ¼ M⃗=jM⃗j,
similarly as for Fig. 1(d).
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FIG. 4. CeAlGe magnetic phase diagram for μ0Hkc. Black
symbols are determined from SANS data [36], and red symbols
from peaks in dM=dH denoted asH1 andH2 in Fig. 3(c). ρTyx data
are included as a color map. Solid lines are guides for the eye.
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Néel-type jQj ¼ 1 hexagonal skyrmion lattice phases
discovered up to now in bulk polar magnets such as C3v

lacunar spinels [19,35], and C4v VOSe2O5 [34]. In addi-
tion, the aforementioned Néel-type skyrmion magnets are
all magnetoelectric insulators with dominant FM inter-
actions. This makes CeAlGe a hitherto unique polar magnet
that hosts topological magnetism with a leading AFM

interaction, and seemingly without a triple-k⃗ phase. The
description of the distinct magnetic phase diagram of
CeAlGe invites a detailed theoretical analysis.
Finally we consider the relevance of the complex IC

magnetic orders discovered here with respect to the Weyl
physics expected in CeAlGe. In magneticWeyl semimetals,
the onset of simple FM order shifts Weyl node separations
in k space into a well-defined, time-reversal symmetry
breaking configuration [9]. For spatially modulated IC
magnetism, the shifts in node separation can become
nonuniform and vary with position in k space. Theory
shows that a position-space dependence of Weyl node
separations can generate additional gauge fields of Weyl
fermions [55,56]. In turn, these gauge fields may couple to
the electronic degrees of freedom with observable conse-
quences at both the microscopic level, by modification of
the electronic spectrum, and at the macroscopic level,
through generation of a locally enhanced longitudinal
conductivity [55,56]. Our findings thus promote CeAlGe
as a potential host of novel functions arising from the direct
interplay between Weyl nodes and IC magnetism.
In summary, we identified the polar magnetic Weyl

semimetal candidate CeAlGe to host several incommensu-
rate multi-k⃗ magnetic phases. This includes a topological
phase suggested to host antimeron pairs, and which is
hitherto unique amongst polar magnets and magnetic Weyl
semimetals. While it remains to confirm that Weyl nodes
play a key role in the low energy physics of CeAlGe, the

discovery of diverse multi-k⃗ magnetic phases makes this
system exceptionally promising for exploring gauge fields
of Weyl fermions, and more generally the relationships
between magnetically sensitive, topologically nontrivial
features in real and reciprocal spaces.
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